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Blackstone’s acquisition of VFS Global

Will help VFS Global further consolidate its
position in the market: Tourism stakeholders

G

Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

lobal private equity major Blackstone has acquired VFS
Global, the world’s largest visa processing service provider,
from Swedish private equity (PE) firm EQT Infrastructure
in a USD 1.1-billion deal, pinning hopes on global travel
rebound. According to information available,
Blackstone will hold a 75 per cent stake in the
company; the balance will be held by EQT and
Kuoni and Hugentobler Foundation.
Speaking on the development, Jyoti Mayal,
President, Travel Agents Association of
India (TAAI), said that a reputed investor
like Blackstone would support VFS Global’s
growth ambitions and digital transformation, which is vital for the
entire industry. “It is in the interest of TAAI to see a financially sound
visa service provider in India that serves major destinations and its
governments. We could see more investments in technology to make the
visa application process even smoother, faster and even more efficient
for travellers and our members who help travellers in the application
process,” opined Mayal.
In her view, Blackstone’s investment
shows that they are very convinced
about VFS Global’s mid to long term
strategy. “This is a very positive
sign for the Indian travel market,”
said Mayal.
T C Guruprasad, Board member
& MD, Ebixcash, feels that with
international portfolio of travel
backed business in different
countries, Blackstone would bring
in additional expertise and levers
to drive growth for VFS in 140+
Jyoti Mayal
countries of their operation. “With
an investor such as Blackstone new
President, TAAI
arenas of growth can be explored by
VFS through organic and inorganic route along with synergies from the
companies in their travel portfolio,” he pointed out.
When asked to comment, going forward, what will be the most
challenging task for Blackstone? Mayal replied, “If they plan to change
the structure of the business, that would be the biggest challenge, in
my opinion.” But she is happy that Blackstone has put a strong focus
on the Indian market. “I welcome any investment that strengthens the
Indian inbound and outbound travel and tourism industry. And VFS
Global is a key service provider in that ecosystem. VFS has a very
strong relationship with TAAI & we would certainly like the continuity

& support to further strengthen our relationship,” Mayal said.
Another industry veteran and a well-known face in the travel &
tourism sector, on condition of anonymity, said that the acquisition of
a majority stake in VFS by Blackstone is a testament to the enduring
profitability of the visionary enterprise that Zubin Karkaria created. “
However, for agents and travellers, VFS is a mixed bag -while you have
the ease of submitting various visas at one
location, you simultaneously lose the direct
interaction with the embassy, consulate for
any clarifications since VFS merely collects
the documents and forwards them,” said the
person. He believes that the infusion of new
capital will help in increasing staffing and
streamlining procedures for more speedy
disposal of applications.
VFS Global has been the market leader worldwide for 20 years,
since its inception in 2001. “From my observation, the company has
been very innovative and agile regarding services for governments
and visa application customers. During the pandemic, the company
showed resilience. In my opinion, with the right owners in every cycle
of their growth phases, they have made the visa
application process simpler and more
efficient. Moreover, VFS Global has
always supported the Indian travel
fraternity. I like to collaborate with
reliable companies with a vision
for the future and be supportive,
particularly in difficult times,”
said Mayal.
With travel industry reviving
post Covid impact and opening
of
multiple
countries
border,
international travel is due for registering
the pent up demand with corporate
T C Guruprasad
and leisure sector reviving soon.
Board member & MD, Ebixcash “With their leadership position
in Visa segment and resurgence
of growth across travel industry VFS would be able to consolidate the
market further for visa which would be fuelled by travel growth of IT/
ITES segment, global manufacturing units establishing in India moving
from China under Make in India intiatives,” pointed out Guruprasad.
VFS Global declined to comment when contacted by TravelBiz Monitor.
The company services more than 60 client governments through 3,500
visa application centres in over 140 countries across five continents.
Since its inception, the company has successfully processed over 230
million applications and more than 100 million biometric enrolments.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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Resumption of scheduled international flights

Industry leaders hail the Government’s decision; new
coronavirus variant Omicron may jeopardise the move
Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

I

ndia will resume international flights to all
countries from December 15, after a gap of
20 months, though there will be restrictions
on the number of flights permitted from a
country depending on its health risk status.
Key destinations for Indians like U.S.,
Canada, Australia, UAE, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand, and Sri Lanka are
permitted to have 100% of preCOVID capacity. Europe and
countries such as Singapore will be
allowed 75% of pre-COVID flights,
while China and Hong Kong will be
allowed 50% of pre-COVID flights.
India has air-service pacts with at
least 109 countries.
Commenting on this, Jyoti Mayal,
President, TAAI, said, “Resumption
of international commercial flights
effective 15th December 2021 is a
welcome move for the entire travel
trade industry. TAAI has been
recommending & pushing the same since
last 5 months as it has more than 1800 +
IATA registered members whose livelihood
is attached to international flights. Only
with the start of commercial flights inbound
tourism will increase & hopefully fares
come down to a reasonable cost to support &
increase tourism.”
Welcoming the decision, Ajay Prakash,
President, TAFI, said that It’s really

The move, according to Madhavan
Menon, Managing Director, Thomas Cook
(India) Limited, will revive the sectors
that have been severely impacted by the
pandemic. “This reopening of India’s skies
to commercial flights is mission critical
towards revival of a sector that has been
severely impacted by the pandemic and
we look forward to an accelerated return
to normalcy - across the aviation,
travel, tourism and hospitality
sectors. The announcement pre
the Winter-New Year season is
well timed: the increased capacity
and resultant rationalisation of
air pricing will catalyse leisure
demand inbound and outbound,
as also MICE and business travel,”
he said.
However, the detection of a new
variant of coronavirus Omicron
cast a shadow over it, as more
Ajay Prakash
Madhavan Menon
countries announced travel curbs.
Taking note of the situation, the
central government said it would review
a different set of rules. It remains to be seen
the resumption of scheduled international
how this will impact frequencies, capacity
commercial flights.
and – most importantly – fares, which
The MHA said that the government has
have been inordinately high.” However, he
decided to review the standard operating
appreciates the fact that resumption has to be
procedure on testing and surveillance
gradual and in a phased manner, especially
of incoming international passengers,
on account of the fresh outbreaks and the
especially for those countries identified in
discovery of new mutations in Europe and
the ‘at risk’ category.
elsewhere. “Let us hope and pray that 2022
will bring some relief,” said Prakash.
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
heartening that the Government has finally
decided to restore some normalcy in terms
of international flight schedules. But he
also sounded a note of caution and said,
“The devil, as always, and of course, is in
the details! Countries have been assigned
one of 3 categories – ‘at risk’ with air bubble
arrangements, ‘at risk’ with no air bubble and
not ‘at risk’ and each of these categories has

Jyoti Mayal’s terms as TAAI President extended by a year
TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

AAI’s Extra-Ordinary General Meeting
(EGM) held virtually on November
29, where the members took call on the
functioning of the association as the
Managing Committee recommended to
extend the term of the current team.
The Managing Committee of the Travel
Agents Association of India (TAAI) on behalf
of the members has proposed to extend the
term of the existing office officers for another
year as a tenure of the team neared completion.
The same required statutory approval by the
General Body of the Association.
Jyoti Mayal, Director, New Airways Travels
(Delhi), who got elected as the President of
the association in 2019 for a two-year term
will remain at the helm of affairs for another
year till September 2022.

Jay Bhatia, Vice President, Bettaiah Lokesh,
Hon Secretary General and Shreeram Patel,
Hon. National Treasurer will also continue
to be at the helm and carry on
with their active duties and
take forward the association
and sail them through a path
of the recovery along with the
entire Managing Committee.
The term of the Region &
Chapter office bearers also
has got extended.
During her annual address
to the members at the AGM,
President Mayal, commented
Jyoti
that the agenda for the next
year was discussed while
highlighting the key achievements of the
association in the last two years.
“I would like to extend my gratitude to

all the members for their support extended
to TAAI,especially to our team led by VP
Jay Bhatia, HSG Bettaiah Lokesh, HNT
Shreeram Patel and the
entire Managing Committee
in the last two years. During
our tenure, the travel &
tourism industry has faced
extraordinary circumstances
and faced the toughest
challenges in many decades.
It is only due to the support of
all members, TAAI managed
to keep the industry’s
confidence intact, where we
Mayal
made representations and
reached out to the highest
echelons in the country for their support,”
she mentioned.
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Railways allows IRCTC, Pvt operators to
run Bharat Gaurav trains to boost tourism
TBM Staff | Mumbai

A

shwini Vaishnaw, Railways
Minister, said that the Bharat
Gaurav trains, launched to boost
tourism in the country, can be
operated by private operators as
well as the Indian Railway
Catering
and
Tourism
Corporation (IRCTC).
“We have allocated over
180 trains for Bharat Gaurav
trains and 3,033 coaches
identified. We have received
a good response. The stakeholders
will modify and run the train and the
railways will help in maintenance,
parking
and
other
facilities,”
Vaishnaw said.
“For example, if an operator wants
to do a ‘Safari’ tour, the operator can
decide at which station they want the
train parked. They can also decide
on a flexible itinerary. We have made
provisions for operators so that they
can enable these features when
they take people out for a tour,” the

railways minister added.
Vaishnaw also explained that
any tour operator or departments,
for example, MakeMyTrip or state
tourism departments can take as
many trains as they want, as per
their business plan and they can
then modify it accordingly
depending on the tour plan
or them.
Speaking about fares,
he said that tour operators
will decide on fares but the
Indian Railways will ensure
that abnormal fees are not charged to
travellers. Vaishnaw pointed out that
all kinds of coaches – Vistadome,
Vande Bharat or Tejas etc – can be
used for these trains and the Indian
Railways will try to cater to these
demands as much as possible.
Bharat Gaurav trains are a segment
of trains that aims to give people an
authentic way to experience India’s
culture, heritage, diversity, the
railway minister said earlier this
month.

Amid Omicron variant threats
Govts imposes new rules for
arrivals from ‘at-risk’ countries
TBM Staff | Mumbai

A

s the threats of Covid’s omicron variant looming large,
the government said that international arrivals will now
have to upload their 14-day travel history and valid negative
RT-PCR test reports on Air Suvidha portal before embarking
on their journey to India.
The RT-PCR test report should not be more than 72 hours
old.
The government in its order also said that passengers
travelling from countries that are categorised as ‘at-risk’
will have to undergo testing on arrival. If the passengers test
positive, their samples will be sent to INSACOG for genomic
sequencing and they will be sent to institutional quarantine.
If they test negative, they will be asked to remain in home
quarantine for seven days following which they will take a
test on the 8th day and continue monitoring their health for
the next 7 days.
The government also said that 5% of the passengers not
travelling from the at-risk nations will also be subjected
to random testing. The tests for passengers from ‘at-risk’
nations will be self-paid while the cost of the random tests
will be borne by the civil aviation ministry.
The countries assigned at-risk by the government are
- South Africa, China, the United Kingdom, European
countries, Bangladesh, Brazil, Botswana, Mauritius, New
Zealand, Zimbabwe, Hong Kong, Singapore and Israel.
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Visit.Brussels in association with the
Embassy of Belgium in India organise
a networking lunch to reconnect with
travel trade
TBM Staff | Mumbai

V

isit.Brussels together with the Embassy of Belgium
in India organized a networking lunch for 35 trade
partners at the residence of H.E. François Delhaye,
Ambassador of Belgium to India.
The event witnessed
warm interactions
between the trade
partners
and
representatives
from the cultural,
economic and visa
sections
of
the
Belgian Embassy.
In fact, representing Visit.Brussels HQ was its Business
Development Leisure - Pieter Callebaut, who was seen
enthusiastically interacting with the travel fraternity.
H..E.François Delhaye, while addressing the trade
fraternity, said, “During these last two years we have been
missing our Indian friends, but now Belgium is open for
tourism again and we see the number of visa applications
going up. Another good news is that we’ll probably see
an increase in the number of flights between India and
Europe in the coming weeks.”

MakeMyTrip and IndiGo to offer
charter holiday services to Phuket
from India starting December
TBM Staff | Mumbai

O

nline travel company MakeMyTrip and IndiGo airlines have launched air
charter holiday services to Phuket, Thailand. The aim of both the companies
is to make travelling to the holiday island easy since Phuket continues to remain
closed for direct flyers from India.
MakeMyTrip said this will be an industry-first and will be available to book
starting early December 2021 for selected dates. The company added that
the charter holiday packages will offer end-to-end travel services, including
airport transfers, Thailand Pass application assistance (a web-based system for
travellers to fill in their travel, and health
information); early check-in and check-out
at premium properties, travel insurance,
and return RT-PCR assistance.
Vipul Prakash, Chief Operating Officer,
MakeMyTrip, said, “Over the past few quarters our focus has been to build
product and services that help make travel during the pandemic easy, safe and
convenient. Indian travellers have been waiting to travel to popular south Asian
leisure destinations. We want to bring more destinations within reach.” The
packages, he said, start at about INR40,000.
Sanjay Kumar, Chief commercial and strategy officer of IndiGo added, “We
have witnessed an increased demand for leisure travel and this will offer a
unique opportunity for Indian travellers to celebrate the festivities in style.”
Khun Vachirachai Sirisumpan, director, Tourism Authority of Thailand
(TAT) said the authority was supporting the initiative and looking forward to
welcoming travellers from India again.
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or a world walking on Covid eggshells for almost last two years,
here are some good tidings. The oft repeated plaint of ‘tremendous
Indian tourism potential - poor infrastructure to realise it’ might actually soon be looked in the eye. As logistics
seems to be turning into the new IT, the results of the refocused efforts might be getting more visible.
Given the sheer volume of improvements required, these developments might appear a drop, but tourism
could definitely be looking at better times. The resigned looks such a positive statement might provoke can be
understood. However, in place of rolling eyebrows, a concerted plan to facilitate simultaneous support from
citizenry and business would be better. That should also be on the agenda of even indirect stakeholders.
That the country’s first railway station with world class facilities comes up in Habibganj in Bhopal and not in
any of the metros should be indicative enough of how a shift is firmly gaining ground. Today a small city like
Bhopal leapfrogs into the big league with a rail infrastructure that officially compares itself with Germany’s
Heidelberg hauptbanhoff.
After the transformation of Gandhinagar train station, Habibganj reveals the scope of change that’s coming
in steadily with new ways of doing things. The Habibganj railway station (Now Rani Kamplapati station) is the
first in the country to have been transformed under private and public sector partnerships.
The station has three firsts- its lit completely with solar energy, It is the first to be totally compliant with fire
safety directives under the revised National fire prevention rules and is the first totally green station with LEED
certification. Watch out for Chandigarh, Delhi’s Bijwasan and Anand Vihar, as well as Pune’s Shivajinagar
railway station’s transformation along similar lines.
The upgradation and reformation of rail stations across the non-metro spectrum is linked to freight as well.
Upgraded rail stations help that sector immensely. After the Western and Eastern dedicated freight corridors
are commissioned they will spur business and facilitate economy in the pompously and erroneously labelled
‘hinterland’ of the country.
India’s freight transport ecosystem’s critical role in India’s ambitious priorities is vital. International
competitiveness, push to job growth and clean air and environment are all direct spin offs of the rail scene
revival.
That fortunes of the travel industry are inextricably linked to it as well is good news.
Anurag Yadav
Industy Expert
The views expressed in the column are of the author, and may or may not be endorsed by the publication.
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Will technology replace tour guides?
By Dr Nimit Chowdhary, Professor of Tourism, Department of Tourism and Hospitality Management,
Jamia Millia Islamia

T

he need for social distancing in
Korea led to the emergence of
‘untact’, which meant ‘no contact.’
This concept also influenced no
contact tourism, which refers to tourism that
avoids crowded places or indoor activities and
encourages visiting outdoors that are sparsely
populated. It is expected that the COVID
pandemic will hasten the use of technology,
especially digital applications. Therefore,
the Korean government also shifted to
technologically leveraged tourism, focusing
on ‘smart’, ‘personalised’, and ‘non-contact
travel’. Many tourists were hesitating to travel
accompanied by a tour guide. Therefore,
Korean Tourism Authority developed the
“Digital Storytelling Service”, substituting inperson tour guides. Visitors can download the
application titled “smart tour guide” on their
mobile phones.

The tour guides are generally sceptical of
technology which they believe would displace
them. Post-COVID, cynical guests, on their
part, are avoiding contact with humans,
including tour guides, as they travel again.
Thus, travel agencies and tour operators are
redesigning their offers with minimal human
contact. Instead, they are substituting human
contact with technology. Tour guides consider
this a threat.
In most cases, digital applications have
been developed to assist tourists. However,

www.travelbizmonitor.com

there are both pros and cons of using
applications (apps). One of the advantages
that stand out is that apps present wellresearched and factually correct information.
Moreover, this information is delivered
consistently. Generally, the information is
cautiously curated so that the content is rich
enough to help visitors develop a perspective
on the relevance of the place and the history
surrounding it. This overview goes a long way
in aiding self-drive travellers to experience
what the place has to offer.
Moreover, the tourists can visit the place
at their own pace and, as per their route
skipping sites and attractions that they are
not interested in, thus customising their
experience. This flexibility is otherwise
constrained if accompanied by a tour guide
on a somewhat fixed itinerary. Further, the
cost of guiding the visitors is lesser for the
tour operators who substitute tour guides with
these apps.
However, it is generally believed that the tour
guide offers a richer experience, customising
interpretations, handling spot requests, and
making last-minute changes to match the
guests’ expectations closely. In addition, most
tour guides possess a personality and charisma,
which is pivotal to the visitor’s experience. On
the other hand, the technology lacks personal
interaction with the local community, which
tour guides offer. Interaction with a tour guide
is also an opportunity to engage with a local
who adds to the experience by bringing an
indigenous perspective to the interpretation.
Many visitors believe that personal interaction
with local tour guides is far better and far more
interactive as they enthusiastically receive
queries and questions which they respond
to. As visitors receive the information, they
usually have some follow-up questions which
the apps would not answer. Thus, tour guides
offer a personal touch to the interaction with
the guests. While the apps provide a range of
validated information, tour guides make up
by offering interesting additional anecdotal
information.
Tour guides also mediate between the
destination and local community and the
visitors, wherein their narrations can add
meaning to a tour. In addition, while the apps
cannot go beyond their defined jurisdiction,
the tour guides can go out of the way to assist in
transfers, health concerns, missing documents,
seeking advice for shopping, etcetera. Also,
the tour guide, being a local, has an extensive

network with local service providers and can
help accommodate requests- however unique
they may be.
Technology does offer efficiency, but using
apps is like being served by vending machines.
Apps and their protocols may make visits
mechanical and mundane. Visitors often prefer
to explore the persona of the place through the
guidance of a professional who is trained and
qualified to provide the relevant and curated
information and is charismatic enough to
deliver an unforgettable experience.
The tour guides must perform as
professionals. Training is the key to quality,
and visitors would prefer to pay for a
quality experience. Apps, in all certainty,
will replace some components of routine
commentary and information dissemination.
Therefore, technology will be increasingly
relied upon despite the richness that tour
guides bring to the experience. It is time
for tour guides to move on and embrace
technology and acquire the necessary skills
to use this technology for delivering superior
experiences. For their part, visitors will use
technology and apps combined with live tour
guide commentary to contextualise what is
being presented. However, the proportion in
which the travellers will use apps along with
engaging tour guides may vary. Life skills,
social skills, and guiding abilities acquired
with much effort will still be valued. People
in the trade believe that apps may not wholly
replace tour guides as they personalise the
interaction and offer a unique perspective to
the place.

Dr Nimit Chowdhary is Professor of
Tourism with the Department of Tourism
and Hospitality Management at Jamia
Millia Islamia. He has more than 27 years
of the academic experience of which he
has been a full professor for 14 years in
India, China, and Mexico. A recipient of
many academic awards and recognitions,
he has authored 13 books and more than
140 academic papers. He has travelled
extensively to around 40 countries and
almost all states within the country.

‘The views expressed in the column are of the author,
and may or may not be endorsed by the publication.’
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IN CONVERSATION

organisers of the Expo
will the Indian travel
Q How
Q The
2020 Dubai have launched
trade benefit from this
an e-learning program for the
travel trade partners in India.
What is the objective of launching
the e-learning program?
Expo 2020 has launched a
dedicated e-learning programme
in India in association with
TravelBiz Monitor. Launched in
October, to continue early into
15th January 2022, the platform
enables our trade partners to
attract more visitation from India.
For over a decade, India has been
one of the top source markets for
Dubai. Naturally, we wanted to pay
special attention to this market.
Moreover, the India Pavilion has
emerged as one of the most-visited
pavilions at Expo 2020 Dubai, with
the number of visitors crossing
370,000 as of 22 November.
The India Pavilion represents its
vision for the future under the theme
‘Future is in India’. Located in the
Opportunity District, the pavilion
reflects a ‘New India’, showcasing
the strengths of its human resources
and the aspirations of its youth. The
pavilion showcases the country’s
potential to become a global power
through the ‘Five Ts’ – talent, trade,
tradition, tourism and technology,
and has been a huge attraction for
visitors to the Expo. We recognised
the value our e-learning programme
would bring in helping our trade
partners attract more visitation to
Expo 2020 Dubai.

Q

What will you highlight
through this specialised
program?
India offers a huge opportunity for
every segment of the travel and
tourism industry due to the sheer
size and scale of the landscape.
The online training program
highlights the multi-faced offering
of the Expo, providing information
on various elements including
ticketing, guided group tours,
Covid-19 safety measures and
information on events and special
days including National Days,
Christmas, Lunar new year.
The e-learning program also
guides travel agents in arranging
business and social activities, as
well as social engagements, based
on the interest of visitors. This
enables travel agents to curate
more personalised itineraries for
their clients.

e-learning program?
A huge site located between the
cities of Dubai and Abu Dhabi,
Expo 2020 is spread across 4.38
sqkm. The site features more
than 200 pavilions to explore and
programming that consists of up to
60 live events each day, there is a
lot one can do at the Expo, and no
two days are ever the same.
The training programme assists
the travel trade to better understand
the Expo 2020 offering, to give
their customers a personalised,

‘The e-learning program will enable trade
partners to target the right customer base’
curated and accurate advice and
information ahead of their visit.
Travel agents and tour operators
will also be in a better position to
target the right customer base,
while capitalising on attractive
commissions from the sale of tickets
and packages, presenting a whole
new business opportunity.

Q

Could you tell us about
your target audience?
Expo 2020 is for everyone, whether
families, couples, friends, business
travellers or students and caters
to a variety of ages and interests.
A huge focus for us is on leisure
(VFR, families, couples & friends),
business
(multi-nationals
and
large corporates, SMEs-founders
& employees, start-ups and
entrepreneurs, trade delegation,
Government entities) and youth
(schools, universities).
October, the opening month
of Expo 2020 Dubai, was a huge
success, with an impressive 2.3
million individual visits, rising to
4.1 million visits by 21 November,
just seven weeks into Expo 2020.
Figures at the end of October
show that an impressive 17 per
cent of the total visits came from
overseas, with the top five most
popular overseas markets consisting
of India, Germany, France, Saudi
Arabia and the UK. Our data
also showed that the majority of
visitors tend to visit multiple times,
with more than half (53 per cent)
holding a Season Pass, more than a
quarter (27 per cent) entering with
a Multi-Day Pass and 20 per cent
entering on a one-day ticket.

So far, 28 percent of visits were
made by people under 18 years old,
but this figure is expected to grow
as the Expo School Programme
expands during the cooler months
ahead.

For more than a

us on the kind of
Q Enlighten
safety & security measures

for the UAE. Taking

being implemented at the Expo
site.
Expo 2020 Dubai has acted
responsibly to meet the challenges
of COVID-19. The health, safety,
and wellbeing of everyone working
and visiting Expo 2020 is our
number one priority and we have a
comprehensive set of precautionary
measures in line with guidance
from the UAE Ministry of Health
and Prevention, Dubai Health
Authority (DHA), and the latest
information and advice from the
World Health Organization. We have
implemented several precautionary
measures across the site. These
include but are not limited to the
requirement of proof of vaccination
or PCR tests before entering the site,
face masks, the encouragement of
social-distancing, hand sanitiser
stations, frequent cleaning, and
sanitisation of the site.
Expo 2020 Dubai continues
to act responsibly to meet the
challenges of COVID-19. Our
purpose of bringing together
people, communities, and nations
to build bridges, inspire action and
deliver real-life solutions to real-life
challenges is more relevant now
than ever before. We are proud to
welcome the world to a safe and
secure event.

decade India has
remained one of the
top source markets
due cognisance,
Expo 2020 Dubai
launched an
e-learning program
to facilitate
Indian travel
trade to curate an
attractive itinerary
for their clients,
says Sumathi
Ramanathan, Vice
President, Market
Strategy & Sales,
Expo 2020 Dubai,
in an interaction
with TravelBiz
Monitor.
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The Westin Mumbai Garden
City: Riding the crest

E

The coronavirus pandemic
devastated the hospitality
industry, and those who work in
them. After almost 18 months
of prolonged devastation, the
cases have now started to
decrease. Due to dropping cases
and rapid vaccinations which
are happening in the country,
consumer confidence is gradually
coming back. People are now
heading to hotels and destinations
to celebrate their special days,
weddings and spend holidays.
The hospitality industry is slowly
limping back on track with a
healthy increment in occupancy.
Mumbai, one of the worst-hit
cities in the country, is showing
signs of business revival. Asmita
Mukherjee spoke with Sharad
Datta, General Manager, The
Westin Mumbai Garden City to
understand how the business
health is coping up with all the ups
and downs that the city has gone
through.
www.travelbizmonitor.com

xpecting positive demand in
the business, Datta said, “The
business health of the hotel
is showing positive signs of
recovery and normalcy. The hotel has
been able to pick up occupancy of close to
60% YTD 2021, as compared to 30% YTD
2020. Food & Beverage is also showing
good recovery considering relaxation of
govt. norms and the positive sentiment of
corporate and leisure guests. We also see
a good visibility index for our staycation
and business packages online, indicating a
positive demand in the coming months.”
Datta foresees a very positive recovery
trend in food & beverage outlets and
catering operations with the relaxation
of government guidelines for both office
goers and event companies. Elaborating
on the MICE strategies of Westin Mumbai
Garden City, he stated, “MICE movements

provides customised wedding packages
and offers, that suit a larger audience. The
hotel specialises in curating end to end
services for guests planning for destination
weddings,” informed Datta.
While speaking on his expectations about
revenue growth, Datta mentioned that the
hotel is forecasting a strong occupancy trend
in the coming season owing to a steady
revival in corporate business and strong
demand for wedding events. “We are also
witnessing an ADR revival of 12-15% in the
last quarter versus that of 2020. This year
has predominantly been dominated by the
domestic leisure segment. The hotel foresees
an increased demand trend from production
house segments with many film projects
scheduled to commence in Q4 2021 and Q1
2022. The sports segment would also see an
increase in demand with the sporting events
scheduled in 2022 and the hotel would strive

in Mumbai is predominantly centred
around Pharma, Automobile, and the Sports
segment. The plan for the hotel would be
to reinforce our business relationships with
our corporate customers and ensure smooth
delivery for our commitment to clean
protocols thus building a safe and conducive
service atmosphere to host events within the
property premises.”
The wedding segment has always
been a predominant business focus area
for hotels in Mumbai pre-covid and the
trend still stands strong, mentioned Datta.
“With maximum relaxation from the Govt.
regarding caps for hosting a larger number
of gatherings at outdoor venues, the hotel
aims to promote and effectively leverage
the premier outdoor venues within the
premises in the coming season. The hotel

to target association with major sports brands
and event houses,” he added.
According to Datta, this year is all
about the consolidation of businesses
and reinforcement of the service culture.
Stressing the people first approach of the
brand, he said, “Commitment towards
providing customers with our well renowned
intuitive services is of utmost priority. Putting
people first has always been a part of our
core values. Be it, customers or employees,
our agenda towards success strives on
strong relationships and well-being. The
hotel also focuses on efficient stakeholder
management by concentrating on elevating
guests experiences, reduction in operational
costs and efficient management of our
resources.”
asmita.mukherjee@saffronsynergies.in
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and corporate retreats, making
us the most unique resort in this
segment.
to you, what kind
Q According
of an experience should
guests expect from Fairfield by
Marriott Goa Benaulim?
The resort-styled hotel is just
500 meters from the popular
Benaulim Beach and is ideal for
guests looking for tranquil stays
and relaxing getaways. The
hotel houses 144 comfortable
guestrooms paired with private
balconies or patio seating with
beautiful garden and pool views.
The hotel’s décor style includes
a blend of contemporary design
elements along with historic
architectural details accentuating

‘Our current target customers are domestic travellers
from metro cities and cities around Goa’
Fairfield by Marriott
has recently launched
Fairfield by Marriott
Goa Benaulim,
marking the brand’s
second opening in
the coastal state.
Located within
walking distance
from the immaculate
sands of Benaulim
beach, the 144-room
new hotel is set to
welcome guests with
the brand’s signature
warm service,
friendly hospitality,
and effortless
experiences. Asmita
Mukherjee spoke with
Randal Whelpdale,
General Manager,
Fairfield by Marriott
Goa Benaulim to
know about his plans
for the brand new
hotel.

by Marriott Goa
Q Fairfield
Benaulim is the new kid on
the block. How is the property
planning to stand apart from
other brands in an attractive
market like Goa?
Fairfield
by
Marriott
Goa
Benaulim
marks
Marriott
International’s debut in the
southern region of Goa. If one
is looking to be close to Panjim
and yet enjoy the beaches of Goa,
our property offers the perfect
location. Along with state of the
art rooms, we also have one of
the biggest swimming pools in
South Goa and meeting spaces
of over 10,000 sq. ft. specially
designed to organize weddings

the rich local heritage. Our hotel is
perfect for a relaxing & fun-filled
vacation along with exploring the
rare natural beauty & creating
unforgettable travel experiences.
We do hope to continue being the
preferred resort in South Goa.
the recent fall in Covid
Q With
cases across the country,
what business trends are you
witnessing in Goa?
With the ease of Covid restrictions
in Goa, we have been seeing an
upward trajectory in the number
of tourists, staycationers and
guests opting for drive-cations.
We do hope that this trend
continues and that guests are

GM Speak
more comfortable travelling in
the coming months.
are
Q Who
customers?

your

target

Our current target customers are
domestic travellers from metro
cities and cities around Goa like
Kolhapur, Belagavi and Pune. We
have got a lot of well-travelled
guests who are aware of the
Fairfield brand and would like to
opt for a rejuvenating escape at a
nominal cost.
brief us about your
Q Kindly
promotional strategies
Our hotel has been adapting to
the power of digital mediums
and social media channels for
communication at the moment.
We currently have three offers
that the guests could choose
from, for their next stay with us.
Our offers are curated keeping in
mind the best options that a guest
would like to opt for when they
visit Goa.
are the opportunities
Q What
that you see in Goa as a
market as compared to other
famous destinations?
Goa as a market has an opportunity
to get business from every
category due to its offerings and
availability of resources. Travellers
prefer Goa as a destination for
their family holiday, rejuvenation,
celebration and to re-live Goan
memories at any time of the year
which actually is rare as compared
to other destinations across the
country.
asmita.mukherjee@saffronsynergies.in
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Over 70% respondents are willing to spend over
INR 10,000 per person on travel during Nov-Dec 2021
A report by InterMiles shows that rapid vaccinations and significant decrease in Covid-19 infections have
boosted consumers’ confidence to embark on travel. The survey finds a whopping 95% respondents are
either firming up travel plans (65%) or are planning travel (30%) during Nov-Dec 2021. TravelBiz Monitor
presents some key highlights of the report.

T

TBM Staff | Hyderabad

he world of travel and tourism has a new order in place,
post-pandemic. With the spotlight now on consumers and
their fast-evolving cares, it is important to understand what
makes them tick, where their inhibitions lie and what their
expectations are anticipated to be. Consumer-centricity is the only
way forward, the industry agrees.
With the aim of providing a birds-eye view of consumer behaviour,
InterMiles -loyalty and rewards programme, has published results
of their third travel survey in the ‘Consumer Sentiment Index Report
(Travel) 3.0’. Based on responses received from 2,276 InterMilers
across India during mid-October 2021, the report showcases insights
and changing consumption patterns of the evolved Indian traveller.
Key Insights from the InterMiles Consumer Sentiment Index
(Travel) 3.0:
Close to 2 in 3 respondents look at firming up travel plans
for November and December 2021, as they seek to escape WFH
monotony and reconnect with loved ones

Rampant vaccinations and a decrease in the number of Covid-19
infections have boosted consumer confidence in travel. A whopping
95% respondents are either firming up travel plans (65%) or are
contemplating travel (30%) during November and December 2021.
This comes as good news to the travel fraternity, who consider the
Diwali and year-end period to be the second busiest period for travel,
immediately after summer holidays. As like prior to the pandemic,
religious festivities and year-end celebrations are estimated to
play a major role in driving these numbers. Only a miniscule (5%)
percentage of respondents are keen on staying indoors.
Why are they looking to travel? After a year and a half of tedious
WFH routines and no separation between personal and professional
lives, Indian travellers are keen on getting away from their homes –
which also doubled up as their office! 34% respondents stated that
they are looking to travel as they need a change of scenario and want
to overcome WFH fatigue by connecting with nature. Staying home
has also reignited the need for some adventure in 23% respondents,
with them stating that they will travel to explore new domestic (14%)
and international (9%) destinations.
Physical separation from loved ones during the pandemic has put a
strong re-emphasis on relationships, with 31% respondents looking

www.travelbizmonitor.com

to travel to reconnect with loved ones, as they look to travel to either
visit family & friends or go back to their hometowns. A small slice
(12%) will travel to attend religious events or local festivities.
Bucketed as an essential expenditure, travel commands greater
attention from consumer wallets

Given its role in re-energizing and re-motivating a population
fatigued by the pandemic, by promoting mental health and wellness,
travel is no longer grouped under non-essential expenditures.
Additionally, with millennials choosing to invest in experiences
rather than assets, it comes as no surprise that over 70% of the
members surveyed are willing to spend over INR 10,000 (per person)
on a trip.
15% members are willing to loosen purse strings even further and
spend over INR 50,000 (per person) solely on travel.
Flights continue to be the preferred mode of transportation

Around 55% respondents planning to travel in Nov-Dec 2021,
said they would opt for flights to get to their destination. This is in
continuity to a similar trend observed during the InterMiles Consumer
Sentiment Index (Travel) 2.0 released in March 2021 – where
majority travellers stated that they felt more comfortable travelling
by flights, as opposed to any other mode of transport. Self-drives –
which emerged as a popular travel trend last year – continues to be
popular with 20% respondents choosing to either travel by rented or
personal vehicles.
It is encouraging to see that there is restored confidence in certain
modes of public transportation – especially trains – with almost 1
in 4 respondents stating that they would actively opt for trains to
get to their destination. This is in contrast to the survey released
by InterMiles in March 2021, when majority respondents were not
comfortable with any mode of public transport including taxis, autos,
trains and
buses. This increase in confidence can be attributed to the fact
that the pandemic is now being considered an endemic, boosting the
need to return to certain levels normalcy albeit with precautions and
safety measures in place.
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Safety considerations and pandemic protocols remain #1 when
planning travel
The traveller consideration list has evolved significantly during the
pandemic – pushing health & safety to be primary factors when it

Factors considered while choosing a destination

comes to choosing a destination as well as accommodation properties.
During the course of the survey, close to 50% respondents cited
different aspects of safety as the most important factor while choosing
a destination. Major deciding factors included Covid-19 protocols
(26%), the number of current Covid-19 cases at the destination (13%)
and the ability to have an isolated getaway (10%). It is interesting to
note that respondents are more skewed towards gauging the safety
ranking of a destination, by taking health protocols into consideration
as opposed to the number of infections.

What masking protocols are consumers most likely to follow during
travel?
Respondents seem to be divided on the correct masking protocol,
during travel. However, a majority (32%) lean towards wearing single
masks.

Factors considered while choosing accomodation

Experiences offered by the destination (22%), accessibility (14%)
and value for money (13%) follow on the traveller priority list while
scouting for destinations.
Close to 1 in 2 respondents (45%) stated that safety & hygiene
standards by the accommodation property was the most important
deciding factor, while choosing a stay option. Price (16%), experiences
offered (13%), accessibility to attractions (11%) and accessibility to
transport hubs (9%) follow at a distance on the priority list.
With borders consistently remaining open for a while, reduced
situational volatility and confidence in travel restored, flexibility
no longer seems to be a major factor of concern while choosing a
destination – only 6% respondents consider the flexibility to shift
dates or cancel at no cost, to be the most important factor while
choosing an accommodation option. This is in sharp contrast to the
InterMiles Consumer Sentiment Index 2.0 released in March 2021,
where potential travellers enlisted flexibility with regards to change
date and last-minute free cancellations as a huge draw.
Vaccinate, test and mask-up please!
Post-pandemic, travellers do not believe that less is more, with
them actively seeking out destinations that have strategic safety &
hygiene measures in place. Vaccinations are working like a charm
when it comes to boosting traveller confidence. This is evident as
close to one 1 in 3 travellers state that they are comfortable travelling
to destinations that allow only fully vaccinated travellers.
Another 27% respondents say that they would have most confidence
in destinations that mandate negative RT-PCR tests, in addition to
complete vaccinations. Furthermore, 16% state that in addition to the
above stated criteria, they will be most comfortable with destinations
that have short quarantine periods.

These are closely followed by those who prefer to don a single mask
+ face shield (28%), double masks (23%) and double masks + face
shields (17%).
Increased dependency on technology in travel
With the onset of the pandemic, technology was predictably slated to
play a huge role in reducing person-to-person contact. The InterMiles
survey reaffirms its part in restoring consumer confidence, as a
whopping 42% respondents say that contactless technologies boost
confidence while travelling – these include contactless payments
(22%) and digital IDs (19%).

Having a constant eye on travel developments via mobile
applications also helps increase confidence in 24% travellers.
Along with dedicating attention to the latest travel news, travellers
have also evolved to keep constantly keep a tab on physical health
and again, technology comes to the rescue! 42% survey respondents
said that they were likely to pack a smart band or watch that can
track their fitness when travelling. Rather than tag around individual
oximeters (29%) and thermometers (26%), majority travellers prefer
smart bands and watches which are usually capable of monitoring
both, temperature and Sp02 levels.
In addition to technology that monitors health, travellers also
exercise adequate precaution – they state personal sanitizers (68%)
and personal water bottles (60%) have now become absolutely
essential travel accessories.
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9th International Tourism Mart

Catalysing the tourism growth
for North East India
?............TBM Staff | Mumbai

T

he 9th edition of International Tourism
Mart for the North East Region organised
by the Union Ministry of Tourism took
place in Kohima from November 2729. The aim of the event is to highlight the tourism
potential of the northeast region in domestic and
international markets.
The 3-day event was jointly inaugurated today
by Neiphiu Rio, Chief Minister of Nagaland, Ajay
Bhatt, Minister of State for Tourism & Defence,
H khehovi Yeputhomi, MLA & Advisor Tourism,
Government of Nagaland. Arvind Singh, Secretary
Tourism, GoI , Rupinder Brar ADG Tourism, GoI, Smt. Rupinder Brar
and other dignitaries of the Central government and North Eastern
States were also present on the occasion.
Speaking on the occasion, Rio said, “International tourism Mart in
Kohima will give a boost to the tourism and business sector not only
in Nagaland but the entire Northeast.” He also hoped that the North
East would become a favourite destination in the country for tourism
and business. While pointing out that the tourism sector has been
greatly affected by the pandemic, he thanked the ministry of tourism
for organising the event in Kohima.
During his address Bhatt reminded that the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi appealed from the Red Fort that everyone should
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visit the North East, it has immense tourism
potential. “The simple nature and hospitality
of the people here is incomparable, which I am
experiencing myself,” he said “About 75 sellers
from the Northeast and about 50 buyers from the
country are participating in the Mart. Many parts
of this region are still untouched from the point of
view of tourists. There is a huge potential of Border
tourism and wildlife tourism”, Bhatt pointed out.
Describing the event as the biggest travel and
tour networking event in the North Eastern Region
of the country, Singh said, “The rich natural
beauty, serenity and exotic flora and fauna of the
North Eastern India are invaluable resources for
the development of tourism especially eco-tourism. The facilities for
tourists to stay, for food, shopping and entertainment are improving
tremendously.”
Travel and tourism is one of the world’s largest economic sectors,
creating exports and prosperity around the world and the Indian
tourism sector has emerged as one of the key drivers of growth for
the country’s economy, Singh added.
Diplomats from the neighbouring countries also attended the
inauguration ceremony.
One of the key highlights of the event was the signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the department of
Tourism, Government of Nagaland, and the Trade promotion Council
of India for the operations of State Institute of Hotel Management in
Dimapur.
More than 50 buyers from different regions of the country
participated in the mart and engaged in one to one with the 75 sellers
from the northeast region. 50 university students from all over the
country had participated for the first time. This is part of a study tour
to learn about the region’s rich heritage and culture.
The event witnessed presentations by state governments and
discussions on several aspects of tourism and unique tourism
products in the North East Region and their potential. More than
300 delegates, including government officials, industry stakeholders
and local people had participated in the event.
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has
started
Q Thailand
welcoming fully vaccinated
travellers from November 1, how
is the response from the markets
around the world in general and
India in particular?
According to the Department
of Disease Control, Ministry of
Public Health, there were a total of
30,538 visitor arrivals to Thailand
at all international airports
during 1-10 November, 2021.
The top 10 countries were USA
(3,864 arrivals), Germany ( 3,274
arrivals), UK( 1,785 arrivals),Japan
(1,713 arrivals), South Korea
(1,296 arrivals), Russia (1,140
arrivals),
Switzerland(
1,116
arrivals), Sweden (1,041 arrivals),
France ( 923 arrivals), UAE( 810
arrivals). The 30,538 arrivals
included 19,949 visitors under
the Exemption from Quarantine
(TEST & GO) entry scheme, 9,072
under the Living in the Blue
Zone (17 Sandbox destinations)
programme, and 1,517 under the
Happy Quarantine requirement
(comprising
453
arrivals
with a 7-day quarantine and
1,064 arrivals with a 10-day
quarantine). Unfortunately for
India, the flights between India
and Thailand haven’t started yet.
recent survey found that
Q One
66% of Indian millennials
are willing to travel to Thailand
once the border reopens. How
is the response from the Indian
millennials after you reopens for
vaccinated travellers?
We have received encouraging
comments
and
responses
from our social media handles
asking the details of entering
Thailand. Thailand has got a
great response from the Indian
millennials for its move to open
travel restrictions for the Indian
travellers coming from certain
states of India including Karnataka,
Telangana, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra. Thailand is known as
a tourist hub attracting more than
35.2 million visitors (pre-covid)
and despite certain restrictions,
we see some encouraging trends
among the millennials.
of now Phuket, Samui
Q As
Island and Krabi are open
to international tourists. When
are you planning to open Pattaya,
Chiang mai and Bangkok?

IN CONVERSATION

From November 1, 2021, Thailand
is welcoming fully vaccinated
visitors from around the world
via three specially-designed entry
schemes:
i.TEST & GO (Exemption from
Quarantine)
ii.Living in The “Blue Zone” (17
Sandbox Destinations).
iii.Partially or unvaccinated visitors
are also much welcomed via the
Happy Quarantine requirements.
is also a very
Q Thailand
popular wedding destination
for Indians. What is your plan for
this segment?
We have initiated a session
called Amazing Thailand: The
Wedding Series. Also, connected
Thai Hotels who are into Indian

‘Thailand received very good response from the Indian
millennials for its move to open travel restrictions’
Wedding to meet with the wedding
planners in Bangalore, Hyderabad,
Chennai with the very good
support from Neferrtiti, the Great
Indian Wedding and Event and
in Ahmedabad with the very good
support from Absolute Events.
We have invited 10-15 wedding
planners from each city and the
hotels in Thailand to introduce
their properties and services.
We have invited 10-15 wedding
planners from each city and the
hotels in Thailand to introduce
their properties and services.
Next year, we, TAT India, are
planning to organize the Thailand
Wedding Expo for the first time
ever with Wedding Sutra to create
more business opportunities for our
partners both India and Thailand
as well as sharing knowledge
of organizing Indian weddings
in Thailand. Also with suitable
incentives, we hope we can help
our partners more.
the backdrop of
Q Inpandemic,
what are

the
the
important changes you observed
with regards to the India market?
Have you brought any change in
your marketing communication?  
They would like to travel more in
the places which are unknown or
lesser known. Tourism Authority
of Thailand (TAT) has announced
the “Visit Thailand Year 2022”
which will offer 3 ‘Amazing

New Chapters’ in which the
world’s travellers are welcome to
experience Thailand.
Chapter 1, or The First Chapter,
will see TAT highlight tourism
products and services that will
awaken travellers’ five senses; such
as, delicious Thai cuisine and the
picturesque natural scenery that
can be discovered all throughout
the kingdom.
In Chapter 2, titled The One You
Love, TAT will focus on specific
segments like families, couples, and
friends and invite them to create
wonderful memories together in
Thailand. Bangkok, Phuket, and
Chiang Mai in particular will be
promoted as popular destinations
for weddings and honeymooners,
with their beautiful beaches,
mountain resorts, and vibrant city
appeals.
Chapter 3, The Earth We Care,
will highlight how nature’s chance
to revitalise due to the COVID-19
situation has increased ecotourism
awareness among the world’s
travellers and how their behaviour
has impacted the environment.
The emergence of travel segments
like Wilderness tourism (Escapers)
and Cult-Vacation (Conscious) will
also show that travellers’ behaviour
has changed towards spending
more time in nature and being
increasingly conscious of their
impact on natural resources.

Next year, TAT
India is planning to
organize Thailand
Wedding Expo
for the first time
ever with Wedding
Sutra to create
more business
opportunity for
their partners in
India and Thailand,
says Cholada
Siddhivarn,
Director Tourism
Authority of
Thailand,
Mumbai Office
in an interaction
with Prasenjit
Chakraborty.

prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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STB remains focussed on Indian Mice segment
In the backdrop of the Covid-19 situation, STB (Singapore Tourism Board) has taken innovative steps to ensure Singapore’s reputation
as a MICE destination remains intact. As far as india market is concerned, STB has stepped up its marketing efforts and also met
top decision makers of serveral corporates to ascertain their views which it feels help MICE recovery from India to Singapore.

T

?...........Prasenjit Chakraborty | Mumbai

record as a preferred MICE destination,” said LIM. Throwing light
on the India market he said that India has been one of the key
source markets of MICE traffic to Singapore. “STB remains invested
in growing the MICE segment in India and we are confident that
Singapore will remain as one of the top of mind destinations especially
for corporate incentive trips,” pointed out LIM.
LIM strongly believes that the reopening of the MICE industry will
proceed in a phased manner, with the evolving COVID-19 situation
taken into account. STB’s key priority is to ensure that business events
can provide a safe and fruitful experience for event organisers and
delegates while minimising the risks of transmission. “We
have been working with the meetings industry to help them
upskill to deal with the increased use of technology as well
as to enhance Singapore’s products and experiences such
as digital guides and contactless registration,” he said.

he current COVID-19 environment has presented an
opportunity for Singapore to reimagine tourism and design safe
experiences for visitors through innovative formats and digital
adoption.In this direction, STB has worked with the MICE
industry to become more COVID resilient through the adoption of new
business models and technologies. Beyond encouraging event organisers
to organise hybrid events, STB has collaborated with organisers on ways
to better extract value from and monetise the data that they collect. Many
have adopted digital solutions and virtual engagements to
augment face-to-face events, while others have used this
downtime for training and upgrading.
STB has developed the Safe Business Events (SBE)
framework to help their industry resume safely. Together
with Professional Convention Management Association
(PCMA) and UFI, STB had launched a white paper titled
Strategy for India market
“Reimagining Business Events – Through COVID-19 and
STB is constantly engaging their intermediary and
Beyond” which takes stock of how various sectors within
corporate stakeholders across the key markets, including
the industry have transformed in response to COVID-19,
India. Besides this, they have stepped up marketing efforts
Mr. Raymond LIM
and consolidates ideas from around the world to help
to cement the position of Singapore as a MICE destination
business event organisers rethink their offerings and Area Director, Singapore known for Safety, Innovation, and Trust. In order to rebuild
Tourism Board
operations.
short- to mid-term consideration of Singapore among
To pave the way for the safe and calibrated resumption
MICE event planners, STB has constantly engaged in
of larger MICE events in 2022, four key events were piloted to trial
media partnerships, digital and social channels, as well as increased
the new protocols and innovations to put them on a strong footing for
business development efforts.
recovery. The events are: Joint Leadership Summit of AEO, SACEOS,
“STB also has a set of subvention schemes available to help secure
SISO, UFI Singapore, Gamescom Asia, Bloomberg New Economy
MICE movements to Singapore, such as Business Events in Singapore
Forum and Industrial Transformation Asia Pacific.
(BEiS), Singapore MICE Advantage Program (SMAP), In Singapore
The Singapore government recognises that MICE and business
Incentives and Rewards (INSPIRE) and Special Travel Agent Rewards
travel is a strategic industry for Singapore, which brings about
(STAR). These have been instrumental in facilitating many M&I
significant benefits to their overall economy. “From a destination
movements from India to Singapore,” said LIM.
perspective, Singapore has a strategic location, a strong diversity of
He said that their recent engagement session with 30 corporate
industries many of which have made their RHQs in Singapore and
decision makers from various industry sectors in India provided useful
strong meetings industry support besides being a melting pot of quality
takeaways and insights that will help STB chart pathway towards
attractions, plethora of F&B offerings and corporate experiences that
MICE recovery from India to Singapore.
makes it an ideal choice for business travel and events,” said Raymond
“We remain confident in the long-term prospects of MICE,
LIM, Area Director India (New Delhi office), International Group,
because the fundamentals that make Singapore a key MICE hub
Singapore Tourism Board.
and an attractive location for leisure and MICE experiences remain
Singapore has already secured rights to host the Worldchefs
unchanged. These include our air connectivity, highly skilled
Congress and Expo in 2024, and the 110th Lions Clubs International
workforce, and the fact that many global MNCs are headquartered
Convention in 2028. The latter is expected to attract around 20,000
here,” said an optimistic LIM.
foreign delegates. “These successes build upon the country’s track
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in
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Guest Column

Digital gateways for #NewNormal
global travellers
By Benjamin Boesch, Chief Digital Officer, VFS Global

D

igital customer experiences are progressing rapidly,
with big and small competitors, fuelled by venture
capital investments, racing towards new benchmarks.
While this journey began a long time ago, social
distancing and lockdown constraints during the pandemic have
further accelerated this trend. In the past couple of months, the world
has made a significant movement toward touchless technology, and
many travellers have come to realize the increased efficiency this
technology brings. With millennials emerging as the fastest growing
demographic in business travel, the use of a touchless experience
over
face-to-face
interactions is certain to
stay and grow further.

Emergence of
discerning digital
customers
In this context, the travel
industry is witnessing
sweeping changes in
consumer
preferences,
with
new
touchless
solutions
providing
assurance and comfort
needed
to
reignite
international travel. As
the recovery from the
global lockdown in 2020
is progressing, the shift
in consumer behaviour
is quite evident. Take
the Bain and Company
study on Southeast Asia for instance, conducted in partnership
with Google and Temasek, the research based on Kantar data
from Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and
Vietnam, showed that over a third of consumers were new to digital
platforms, and 9 out of 10 said they intend to continue using those
platforms even after the pandemic. The study also revealed that
40 million new Internet users were added in 2020 and 70% of the
region’s population - were now online. The challenge for digital
solution providers is to keep pace with the fast-changing needs of
this discerning set of digital customers. Technology advancements
including facial recognition, cashless payments, tech-savvy checkin kiosks, and smartphone applications that eliminate the need for
human contact have all become game-changers. The tourism sector
has found promise in emerging technologies that strive to alleviate
their obligations to adapt and withstand the pandemic’s avalanche.
According to a research by Capgemini, once the crisis passes, 62%
of customers intend to boost their use of touchless technologies.

Wider acceptance of digital tools
People from different age groups, geographies and backgrounds
are comfortable with digital tools. Birthday celebrations and family
reunions on video calling apps, or same-day delivery providers,

emerged as a lifeline and routine for a world living in lockdown.
These cross-industry shifts have prompted companies like VFS
Global, the world’s largest visa and consular service provider, to
revisit its customer proposition. With health and safety considerations
taking greater relevance, the move towards online experiences will
only continue. Even for a service like getting travel visas, which
used to be strictly regarded as an in-person activity, the availability
of contactless options is attracting new takers. In this context, I
personally consider VFS Global’s Visa at your Doorstep (VAYD) as a
key milestone because it empowers customers to apply for visas like
calling in food or groceries from the comforts of their homes. Another
great example of touchless technology in travel can be seen in the
case of y airlines, who updated their inflight entertainment (IFE) to
give a contactless experience and encourage a BYOD (bring your
own device) model, as passengers have become more conscious
of reducing physical touchpoints of touching surfaces. Southwest
Airlines, for instance, introduced a series of enhancements to its
Inflight Entertainment Portal last year, allowing passengers to
stream inflight material without needing to download an app before
boarding

Global mobility is driven by innovation
Another critical dependency on emerging technology would
be ensuring effective and integrated partnerships between the
private sector and border control. This would be imperative for the
resumption of leisure travel and global events. Over the past 18
months, we have witnessed innovations such as the International
Air Transport Association’s (IATA) Travel Pass, a digital passport for
verifiable test and vaccination details, the UK government’s NHS
App, which proves your vaccine status, and France’s TousAntiCovid
app, which houses its health pass.
Given the travel industry’s potential as a key economic driver
and catalyst for social development goals, the ecosystem’s smooth
embrace of digital technology is critical. These technologies not
only make it easier for travellers to meet their health and safety
demands, but it also gives local companies and economies a boost.
The only way to reclaim the pre-COVID momentum in global
mobility is to focus heavily on innovation. It’s time to rethink
technology and its role in our lives, as integrating contactless
technology into daily operations will continue to benefit the travel
sector in the long run.

Benjamin Boesch is responsible for all digital products of VFS
Global, handling more than 100 m web visits annually originating
from more than 100 countries, managed by teams in London, Dubai
and Mumbai. He is business owner for e-commerce operations
including more than 1400 websites serving visa applicants around
the world. He also looks after all digitization initiatives at VFS
Global, e.g. Biometrics (Facial Recognition), Artificial Intelligence
and Blockchain applications and is the point of contact for external
partnerships related to digitization.
‘The views expressed in the column are of the author, and may or may not be
endorsed by the publication.’
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Skål International Bombay (144)

Diwali Party
Skal International Bombay hosted its
annual Diwali Party on November 11 which
was sponsored by PayU and the Bird
Group . The event started with a welcome
address by Sk Sunil VA, President, Skal
International Bombay. This was followed
by induction and pinning ceremonies.
The party witnessed the joining of 9
new members to the club. Around 112
(members & Spouses, guests) people
attended the party. Sk Carl Vaz, National
President, Skal, was also present on the
occasion.
The Bumper Prize which was a couple ticket
to Colombo was sponsored by SriLankan
Airlines and the 2 night accomodation for
the couple was sponsored by Shangri-La,
Hambantota. The winner was Sk Arvind
Tandon. There were also exciting gifts
for Best Dressed attendees which were
sponsored by Emirates and Visit Britain.
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Start-Up Forum

Bringing Innovations to the Forefront
Ziptrrip

A

By TBM Staff | Mumbai

nticipating the impact of technology, 14 years ago, TravelBiz Monitor introduced an industry-first live news portal,
with hourly online reporting on travel, tourism, aviation and hospitality industries. Since then, we have created a
niche for ourselves by providing analytical stories and statistical information to the travel trade on a regular basis.
To keep this momentum going, the Editorial team has decided to showcase new-age technology products and
services every month that have the potential to disrupt the market further. Moreover, the time now is also appropriate as the
on-going pandemic has further widened the scope of using technology.
For this unique initiative, TravelBiz Monitor has partnered with ‘Start-up Mentor Board’, a visionary platform with credentials
in business, technology, e-commerce, digital market place, payment solutions and IT infrastructure, to highlight the stories of
new-age technology ideas. Start-up Mentor Board has been set-up as an initiative to mentor and guide the travel technology
driven start–ups and facilitate collaboration in the larger travel ecosystem.
Website – https://startupmentorboard.vgmrtechsolutions.com
The Board is spearheaded by well-known thought leader Ashish Kumar, who is also the Co-Chairman of FICCI Travel
Technology Committee. It comprises Bharti Maan, who has led start-ups to scale rapidly; Patrick Richards, an experienced
travel industry leader in the UK; Chetan Kapoor, an analyst with deep understanding of the travel and tourism business and
trends; Kartik Sharma, an artificial intelligence practitioner; Karthik Venkataraman, a digital transformation & an e-commerce
visionary; Jure Bratkic, who led innovative solutions in the USA and Kyasha Bhoola, with expertise and advanced insight into
the travel industry across Africa.
*One can register for the SMB Program at
https://startupmentorboard.vgmrtechsolutions.com/form.html
Startup name: Wayfarers Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Go to market brand: Ziptrrip
Core team:    Nitin Dikshit (Co-founder)
Rahul Ratheesh Kumar (Co-founder)
Bhaskara Rama Sai Busam (Co-founder)
Launch Year: 2021
Website: www.ziptrrip.com
Description: Ziptrrip is a unified corporate travel platform enabling end-to-end convenience for the employees and building
transparency and decision-making ability for the corporates. In the current Indian market scenario, corporates end up paying
30% more on their travel-related expenses due to inefficiency in the system which includes manual interventions for booking
and expense management due to non-digital interfaces, no travel policy, leakages in the system for travel reimbursement; and
no real-time visibility to corporates on their travel expenses. Ziptrrip is aiming to slash down these leakages by creating THE
EVERYTHING PLATFORM FOR ALL CORPORATE TRAVEL NEEDS.
Ziptrrip will be a four layered cross integration platform which will offer company onboarding, policy design, booking
engine, expense management and reports & dashboard integrated for the customers. They are gearing up to offer services
beyond flights & hotels so as to give vast corporate travel related services like cab, bus & train booking for enhanced mobility,
insurance and Covid zone information to ensure safety & corporate travel credit cards for ease of cost management.
With the help of AI & ML Ziptrrip will suggest pre-defined user’s travel behaviour alongside the help of user’s travel policy.
For example, if the user is planning to spend 4-5 days in a city Ziptrrip also will recommend hotels near to the hotspots & pin
some famous spots for the user to experience the city.
The company will soon start acting as a partner to the corporates by enabling them to smartly optimise their travel costs.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CuWwzKZMPvqVagt1A5s_9DVCN4UmmNOD/view?usp=sharing
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away from “Work From Home”
(WFH) fatigue and relieve some
pandemic stress by having a safe
adventure in South Africa.
has led to greater
Q Covid-19
interest in sustainability.
What are the measures the
Tourism Board of South Africa
has taken in this direction?
The
pandemic
has
taught
us a great deal – consumers
and businesses are now more
conscious
and
responsible
towards the environment. It also
allowed us the space to bring in
disruptions, innovations, adapt
sustainable alternatives, and to
use technology to bring about
responsible, tangible business
solutions and substitutions.
We anticipate that the immersive
travel trend will pick-up pace

‘India remains a core market for
South African Tourism globally’
South African
Tourism anticipates
that the immersive
travel trend will
pick-up pace in a
post-Covid world,
with a greater focus
on sustainability
and travelling
responsibly. This
means that travellers
will be more
conscious while
spending, choosing
accommodation etc
says Sthembiso
Dlamini, Acting
CEO & COO, South
African Tourism,
in an interaction
with Prasenjit
Chakraborty.
www.travelbizmonitor.com

Q The
is

tourism
industry
under
tremendous
pressure since the onset of the
Coronavirus. What do you think
the future holds for inbound
tourism to South Africa?
We are optimistic about the future,
especially as borders reopen
and vaccination rates surge.
Our tourism sector recovery
plan focuses on three strategic
themes that are central to South
Africa’s recovery – re-igniting
demand, rejuvenating supply and
strengthening enabling capacity.
We believe that our efforts towards
these will hold us in good stead
and pay rich dividends as we
focus on travel revival.
We have witnessed growing
interest, demand and queries –
from travellers across the world
– given that South Africa has no
quarantine period for anyone who
enters the country and passes all
COVID-19 checks at our ports of
entry and hold a negative PCR test
no older than 72 hours from their
country of departure. South Africa
also has globally benchmarked
safety & hygiene measures in
place. This demand is not just from
domestic and regional travellers,
but also includes international
travellers who are looking break

in a post-Covid world, with a
greater focus on sustainability
and travelling responsibly. This
means that travellers will be
more conscious of where they
spend their money, what kind
of accommodation they choose,
where they dine, and how they
travel locally.
At South African Tourism,
we have enhanced efforts to
make our itineraries, properties
and transport facilities more
sustainable. We also intend
to showcase our sustainable
product offerings and ecotourism
experiences, like cycling tours,
nature
safaris,
conservation
projects and rural experiences.
the
Q Incircumstances

changed
how
important
is
creating
an
innovative itinerary to infuse
confidence among travellers?
What is your plan? What are
your new focus areas?
Innovating with the times and
keeping our ears to the ground
to understand what an evolved
traveller wants and needs is
pivotal. Travellers now have
health & safety considerations top
of mind as they actively seek out
destinations that offer socially-

distanced, safe experiences and
look for assurance.
We anticipate that the demand
for open spaces or rural holidays
and outdoor activities will rise
as travellers actively seek out
socially
distanced
holidays.
Reflecting this demand for
offbeat, non-touristy experiences,
we are packaging and selling
itineraries that include the new
regions of South Africa, which go
beyond the popular cities of Cape
Town, Johannesburg and Durban.
These include the stunning
and relatively unexplored Port
Elizabeth, Robertson, West Coast,
the Drakensberg in KwaZuluNatal, Panorama Route (in
Mpumalanga)
and
Garden
Route.
With the effect the pandemic has
on the global economy, travellers
are seeking good value for money
propositions now more than
ever. We have been repackaging
accordingly, with the intent to
offer consumers’ excellent deals
and discounts. Safety measures
are
transparent
and
wellcommunicated, and have been
factored into overall packages, so
that there is no surprise or extracost to travellers.

Q vaccination drives in South
What

is

the

status

of

Africa? What are the initiatives
you have taken to ensure the
safety of travellers?
The South African vaccination
program
has
retained
a
steady momentum. As of 1st
of November over 22,447,410
doses were administered with
15,236,753 individuals having
received at least one jab which is
38.29% of the adult population.
About 12,364,233 adults are
fully vaccinated which is 31%
of the adult population. We are
confident that by mid-November
we will vaccinate 40% of adults
which takes us a step closer to our
goal of vaccinating 70% adults.
We are especially optimistic
about reaching 70% of the above
60 years and close to 70% of
the 50-59 years before end of
December 2021. This bodes well
for the tourism sector in South
Africa, because travellers gain
more confidence in a destination
that has most of its population
vaccinated.
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The destination is currently
open to all international tourists,
including Indians. Travellers
intending to visit the country will
be required to produce a negative
PCR (polymerase chain reaction)
test, not older than 72 hours from
the time of departure from the
country of origin to South Africa.
We
have
internationally
benchmarked
COVID-19
Health and Safety protocols
in place at all private game
lodges and government-owned
national parks, shopping hubs,
restaurants, and accommodation
facilities. Our safety initiatives
include lesser number of tourists
in a safari vehicle to promote
social distancing, digital menus,
touchless parking, e-payment
systems, hand-sanitization and
disinfection stations, individually
sanitized and packed takeaways /
room service etc.
the backdrop of
Q Inpandemic,
what are

the
the
important changes you observed
with regards to the India market?
Have you brought any change in

your marketing communication?
India remains a core market for
South African Tourism globally,
and holds much promise in the
coming years especially since
Indian travellers are a resilient
bunch, with a large appetite for
travel and new experiences.
We know that the average
Indian traveller seeks out a 360degree, full range experience.
They are fast-paced and squeeze
in as many as activities possible,
in a single holiday. It means they
are culinary crusaders one day,
history buffs another day, and
adventure enthusiasts the next;

IN CONVERSATION

this works well for us, as South
Africa offers all these and more in
each of our 9 Provinces!
That being said, South Africa
has already cemented its place as
the wildlife capital of the world.
We are now looking to build on and
showcase our 3000+ adventure
offerings to the adrenalineseeking Indian market.
A diverse country like India
means
access
to
various
demographics, especially niche
communities that have formed
over the years. Mobilizing these
niche communities – which have
immense potential – in the country

will be a large area of focus for
us in 2021-22. We want to invite
biking groups to explore the
vast, spectacular South African
terrain. We are also looking at
having more runners from India
participate in uniquely South
African ultra-marathons like the
Comrades Marathon and the Two
Oceans Marathon.
Fully vaccinated spectators
are now allowed in stadiums in
South Africa. In fact, just last
month, South Africa allowed
2,000 vaccinated fans access
to a stadium in Johannesburg
to watch the 2022 FIFA World
Cup qualifying game between
national team Bafana-Bafana
and Ethiopia. We look forward
to welcoming India cricket fans
during India’s Test tour of South
Africa in December 2021.
Our marketing strategy for
India continues to have a strong
digital leg as India has the 2nd
largest mobile user base in the
world. We are also looking forward
to announcing some exciting
campaigns in the near future!
prasenjit.chakraborty@saffronsynergies.in

news round up

Outrigger Mauritius Beach Resort appoints Global
Destinations as its marketing partner in India
TBM Staff | Mumbai

O

utrigger Mauritius Beach Resort has
appointed Global Destinations as its sales
and marketing arm in India, with immediate
effect. Commenting on the development,
Cyrille Carmona, General
Manager,
Outrigger
Mauritius Beach Resort, said,
“We are honoured to welcome
back guests from India to
Outrigger Mauritius Beach
Resort. With our new partner
Global Destinations, we
look forward to showcasing
both our beachfront resort and the scenically
beautiful south of the island including where
Bollywood movies were filmed.”
Carmona also promised to deliver a unique
Mauritian vacation, offering both tranquility
and adventure to major segments of the Indian
market, including couples, multi-generation
families, honeymooners, dining, soft adventure,
and ecotourism enthusiasts
The Republic of Mauritius, located in the

south west of the Indian Ocean, attracted nearly
76,000 Indian visitors in 2019.On 1 October,
Mauritius reopened its international borders
to double-vaccinated international travellers,
including those from India.Outrigger Mauritius
Beach Resort, managed by Hawaii-based
Outrigger Hospitality Group,
offers guests 181 spacious
ocean-facing rooms beside a
white sand lagoon in the south
of the island, adjacent to the
scenic nature reserve of Bel
Ombre. The resort combines
local culture with world-class
hospitality. It is known for
its serene setting, premier amenities, locally
inspired entertainment and diverse dining
options, including Mauritian Creole flavours.
Pranav Kapadia, Founder of Global
Destinations, said, “With Mauritius opening
its borders, there couldn’t be a better time to
announce our new partnership with Outrigger
Mauritius Beach Resort.”
He said the aim would be to build a strong
Outrigger brand presence in the Indian

market. “Our objective as Global Destinations
is to generate business for Outrigger Mauritius
Beach Resort from multiple segments such
as FITs, couples, honeymooners, weddings,
families and more,” he said.
Snorkelling, kite surfing, mountain biking,
e-biking, forest hiking, waterfall discoveries
and educational flora and fauna tours in the
adjacent UNESCO biosphere reserve are all
popular with resort guests.
The lagoon fronting the property is home
to more than 70 species of tropical fishes
and abundant coral – preserved, in part,
by Outrigger’s ZONE (OZONE) global
conservation initiative.
In the resort, children can delight in fun
activities at the complimentary Coral Kids Club
while adults find tranquility at the renowned
Navasana Spa.
“Whether your clients are a family or couple
seeking relaxation, spa pampering or an
adventurous getaway, the Outrigger Mauritius
Beach Resort has something for everyone. It’s a
perfect place to enjoy an idyllic vacation,” said
Kapadia.
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The allure of the Travel Mayhem’s Diwali bash

One of the most talked about Diwali parties in Mumbai was organised by
the Travel Mayhem group lately. This time it was their 4th Diwali bash,
which surpassed all its previous records, in terms of, grandeur and turn
out. The travel fraternity in Mumbai, after a long hiatus, got a perfect
platform to interact in-person. The event witnessed the presence of people
from B2B, B2C, representative companies, hotels, and airlines. This
provided ample opportunities to do business discussions and get an idea
of how things are unfolding. Around 200 people attended the meeting.
The event assumed significance in the backdrop of gradual opening of the
travel industry and will surely help to motivate the participants to plan their
business for future.
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e-learning
Programmes
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Webinars

Virtual Exhibitions
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Disha Shah Ghosh
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